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Luminosity:
 3x10^33

Data:
30fb-1/yr

Beams:
9.0 GeV e-
3.1 GeV e+



Overview of Detector Control System

� Responsibilities of the Detector Control system:

{ Safe and reliable operation of BaBar detector

{ Report status of detector to the Online system and PEP-II

{ Con�gure the detector for physics datataking

{ Archive ambient data
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Control Level

� Control level implemented in EPICS

{ 15 IOCs serving � 105 channels

{ Common hardware components

(CAEN, CANbus, VSAM, SIAM)

� Channel Access over LAN with local �le server

� Operator Interface (OPI):

{ Display Manager

{ Alarm Handler

{ StripTool
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Interaction with PEP-II

� Positron beam lifetime � 1 hour

� Design parameter { injection downtime <� 6 minutes

� BaBar must be safe for injection:

{ silicon tracker bias voltage o�

{ drift chamber and muon detector high voltage at safe

(no gain) level

) Close communication between BaBar and PEP-II essential

{ IOC-to-IOC link over dedicated network connection

{ EPICS sequencers handle injection "handshake"



Interface to the Online System

� EPICS implemented primarily in C

� BaBar software implemented in C++

) Need C++ interface to Online system

� Component Proxy Design:

{ Abstraction of BaBar hardware in terms of C++ objects

{ Communicates with Run Control, con�gures detector,

and archives data

{ Each instance de�ned by a set of EPICS channels

(con�gured in ascii �le)

{ Status of hardware component summarized by a

"RUNNABLE" ag

{ Communication with EPICS implemented in the

Common Device (CDEV) framework

� BaBar runs 27 component proxies on two Sun Ultra 10

workstations with 0:75GB of combined memory



Interaction with Run Control

� BaBar Run Control modeled on the DELPHI design:

{ Real-world system described in terms of �nite state

machines (SMI)

{ Communication via DIM protocal

� Component proxy spawns a coprocess to communicate with

SMI object

� Relevant state transitions:

Initialize, Con�gure, Begin, Pause, End

{ Cannot begin run until each proxy is "RUNNABLE"

{ Datataking is paused if component loses its runnable status

{ Response time for HV trips � 1 second



Use of Objectivity Database

� BaBar uses Objectivity to store event, conditions,

con�guration, and ambient data

{ common tools for database access

{ access to conditions data during o�ine reconstruction

{ maximizes limited human resources

� See talk on BaBar databases by G. Zioulas for more details



� Detector Con�guration:

{ Run Control CONFIGURE transition initiates

"KeyLookup" process
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� Archiving ambient data:

{ Each component proxy monitors a set of EPICS channels

and transfers data to an archiver coprocess

{ The archiver accumulates data in a cache before writing

it to the Ambient database

{ Data written every 60 minutes to reduce database activity

{ Total archiving rate � 2MB/hr (17:5GB/yr)

� Java browser retrieves data from "live" server or database

server using CORBA
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Operational Experience

� EPICS hardware/software is very robust

{ � 105 channels served by 15 IOCs to > 300 clients

(average load)

{ injection handshake works well

� Problems/delays commissioning component proxy:

{ Objectivity reliability issues delayed testing

of con�guration/archiving features

{ Database update-lock contention among Online processes

contributed to signi�cant downtime during initial running

period (largely avoided now)

{ Component proxy performance su�ers from limited com-

puting resources

� But...




